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Road rage: Drivers 
seethe as France 
lowers speed limit
PARIS: The Nationale 7 holds a cherished place in
France’s popular culture as the Vacation Highway,
leading generations of families south toward summer
holidays on the Riviera before multi-lane motorways
became the norm. So when officials chose three
stretches of the road back in 2015 to test lowering
the speed limit to 80 kilometers per hour from 90,
they surely knew they would rankle motorists.

Three years later some drivers have swung behind
the change, but many others are sti l l  fuming.
“Yesterday I was going at 80 and it felt like I was
going to fall asleep,” said Gerard Laguette, a local
business owner in Croze-Hermitage, referring to the
lower limit while driving on a 20-kilometre run to
Valence in southeast France. Such complaints-and
opinion polls showing 74 percent of respondents
against the move-haven’t stopped President
Emmanuel Macron from pushing ahead with a coun-
trywide rollout of the lower speed limits starting
today.

Officials say it’s the only way to reverse an alarm-
ing rise in road deaths, which reached 3,684 last year.
The 80 km/h limit on 400,000 kilometers of two-
lane roads with no separating guardrail-often lined
with trees in many parts of the country-aims to save
400 lives a year while also reducing auto emissions
by 30 percent. But critics deride the measure as
“Paris snobbery” and the latest proof that Macron is
the “president of the rich” with little regard for the
concerns of ordinary voters.

The 40-year-old former investment banker has
recently come under fire for blasting the “crazy
amounts of dough” spent on social security, even
while ordering pricey new presidential china and a
private pool for his official vacation residence. He has
also raised taxes on pensions and pushed through
laws making it easier for firms to fire workers, while
slashing taxes for high earners. The lower speed limit
is widely seen as an easy way to fill state coffers with
more tickets. The government “prefers tech-savvy
city cyclists to country people driving diesels,”
Vincent Descoeur, an opposition Republicans law-
maker, said in parliament this month.

Political millstone  
The government launched TV and radio cam-

paigns to try to quell motorists’ anger, saying the
new limits would add only a few minutes to most
trips while cutting a driver’s petrol costs by 120
euros a year. A 10-kilometre trip, for example, would
take 45 seconds longer, or just two minutes more for
25 kilometers. “The goal is not to piss people off,”
Prime Minister Edouard Philippe said Friday, reiter-
ating that he was ready “to live with being unpopu-
lar”. He said a similar reduction on the Paris ring-
road a few years ago led to an 18 percent drop in
accidents. He also has promised that any spike in
speeding fines will be allocated to caring for car
crash victims.

Yet some local officials have vowed they won’t
put up the new signs, even though Philippe has
promised to reimburse municipal i t ies for the
expected total cost of 6-12 million euros. The presi-
dent of the Hautes-Alpes department said he would
make up the lost time for drivers by lifting the 70
km/h limit on some particularly twisty sections of
roads in his mountainous region. For Mathieu
Flonneau, a French transport historian, even though
the government has logic on its side, it risks appear-
ing dismissive of the millions in rural areas who rely
on their cars for work. —AFP

WASHINGTON: US Defense Secretary Jim Mattis spent four
days in East Asia trying to keep on the rails key relationships-
two friendly, one adversarial-that his boss President Donald
Trump has thrown into confusion. It’s now a familiar role for the
Pentagon chief, not just in Asia but across Europe and the
Middle East. With Trump disrupting one relationship after anoth-
er, provoking rivals and unnerving friends, Mattis is the one mak-
ing sure they can still work on their traditional foundations.

This week, he had to tell the leaders of South Korea and
Japan-close allies who have depended on the US security
umbrella for decades-that Washington remains committed to
protecting them. That was always understood before Trump sud-
denly canceled defense exercises with South Korea as an entice-
ment to North Korea’s Kim Jong Un to negotiate giving up his
nuclear weapons. And Mattis had to cut through the noise of
Trump’s trade war threat against
China to deliver one of the tough-
est warnings in recent years, that
the US has grown dangerously
impatient with Beijing’s military
expansionism in the region. 

The challenge was to get the
Chinese to focus on his terse, care-
fully calibrated message and not
conflate the US president’s trade
hoopla, so that they do not overre-
act. “I’m here to keep our relation-
ship on the right trajectory, keep it
going in the right direction and to share ideas with your military
leadership, as well as look at the way ahead,” the Pentagon chief
told Chinese President Xi Jinping. 

Mattis, a 67-year-old Marine veteran of multiple wars and
conflicts, and a deep student of history, insists he is only advanc-
ing administration policy. But under Trump, it is an uphill battle to
prevent key relationships from souring. Japan and South Korea
alike have been deeply worried about the US security commit-
ment after Trump’s historic summit with Kim in Singapore on
June 12. As they agreed to enter into denuclearization talks,
Trump abruptly canceled a key US-South Korea exercise slated
for later this year. 

Despite their longstanding effect of keeping North Korea at
bay, Trump called the war games “expensive” and “provocative.”
How worried were the allies? In Seoul, Mattis had to declare
bluntly that US troop levels in South Korea, the central pillar of
the US defense commitment, would not change, and reiterate
that the US commitment was “ironclad.” In Tokyo, he pledged a
continuing strong, “collaborative” defense stance with regional
allies, and that Japan will remain a “cornerstone” of regional sta-
bility. His predecessors never had to travel to the region to make
that so clear. 

Increasingly concerned   
And yet, with US negotiations with Pyongyang hyper-secret,

allies still aren’t sure. “They are increasingly concerned and wor-
ried about the reliability of our reassurances,” said James Schoff,

a former senior Pentagon East Asia
specialist now in the Carnegie Asia
Program. In meetings Friday with
Prime Minister Shinzo Abe and
Japan’s foreign and defense minis-
ters, Mattis was repeatedly
reminded that if the US negotiates
only to eliminate North Korea’s
nuclear weapons and long-range
ballistic missiles which can strike
the United States, Japan will still
feel deeply vulnerable. 

Tokyo pressed the US defense
chief to ensure that North Korea’s other weapons of mass
destruction, chemical and biological weapons, and its short- and
medium-range ballistic missiles that can deliver them to South
Korea and Japan, are also included. Mattis could not make that
promise, saying the talks are in the hands of “the diplomats.” But
he said the two sides discussed the possibility of deepening
their military relationship, and told Japanese Defense Minister
Itsunori Onodera “to remember you have a friend in the
Pentagon.”

In China, Mattis sought to warn that Beijing weaponizing
small islands in the South China Sea and its stepped-up pres-
sure against Taiwan, the longtime US security ally that China

views as a renegade province, were close to going too far. It
was possibly one of the most serious and delicate messages
Mattis had to deliver yet in the 17 months of the Trump adminis-
tration. But it came as Trump appeared on the verge of launch-
ing an all-out commercial war against Beijing, creating the pos-
sibility that China would conflate the two and overreact.

It was a tense balancing act, and though US officials said
their Chinese opposites were positively engaged in the discus-
sions, in a statement Xi toughly rebuffed the criticisms on the

South China Sea and Taiwan, saying China would not give up
“one inch” of its territory. But the reception Mattis had in
Beijing, meeting not only Xi but the country’s top military lead-
ers, showed they were ready to pay attention. Still, the question
leaders in East Asia and elsewhere have is, as trustworthy as
Mattis is, does Trump pay him any heed? “There are some
things the Asian leaders can’t control. Mattis clearly realizes
there are some elements that he may not be able to control,”
said Schoff. —AFP
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TOKYO: US Secretary of Defense James Mattis, left, is welcomed by Japan’s Prime Minister Shinzo Abe,
right, ahead of their meeting at the Abe’s official residence in Tokyo. —AFP

Annapolis
mourns victims 
of newspaper
shooting
ANNAPOLIS: Flowers, a notebook, a
newspaper tied with white ribbon: these
are some of the items placed at a
makeshift memorial near the newsroom
where a gunman shot dead five people in
the US city of Annapolis. The shooting
rocked Annapolis-the capital of
Maryland-a city of less than 40,000
residents where employees of the small
local newspaper are known to many.
“The people who worked here are our
friends, our neighbors, our colleagues, so
it’s sort of like a part of us has been tak-
en with their death as well,” said
Christine Feldmann.

“This paper represented everything
great about this country: democracy and
community. And to think someone would
try to stop that and murder five innocent
people, is just horrific and makes me feel
very hopeless, unfortunately.” She
placed flowers on the memorial in a
commercial area dotted with retail
stores, restaurants and a lingering police

presence following the shooting. On
Thursday, a gunman armed with a shot-
gun and smoke grenades blasted
through the door of the Capital Gazette,
then killed four journalists and a sales
assistant.

The suspect has been identified as
Jarrod Ramos, who had a long-standing
grudge against the paper over a 2011
article about a criminal harassment case
brought against him by a former high
school classmate. The shooting hit espe-
cially close to home for Mike Driscoll,
who worked at the Capital Gazette in the
administrative department and as a free-
lancer. It’s “like I lost family. I don’t think
I know anyone still there, but still, I lost
family,” Driscoll said.

Heartbreaking   
In the center of the city, a postcard-

worthy area of cobblestone streets and
red brick buildings, Diann Alaiz said she
was “shook,” because “Annapolis is safe
to me.” “I never thought something like
that would happen here. We’re just really
a tight community and it has pretty much
shaken everyone around here,” the sou-
venir shop owner said. She said it was
“heartbreaking” to see the names of the
victims in the newspaper a day after the
shooting.

“They were the local hometown
paper and still are... there’s nothing that’s
changed about that,” said Annapolis res-

ident Tom Wenger. The shooting has
rekindled the long-running debate over
gun control in the United States, where
the right to bear arms is constitutionally
guaranteed. The shotgun used in the
shooting was legally purchased, accord-
ing to police. “A firearm, you know, (it’s)
in the national DNA, so they’re never
gonna go away,” Driscoll said.

“But there needs to be responsibility.

They don’t solve any problems, they just
create more. And if you can’t handle a
gun in an honorable, mature way, you
know, you shouldn’t be allowed to have
‘em.” Despite the tragedy, Driscoll said,
the newspaper will persevere. “The
paper has been published this morning,
we are back. That means the b******s
did not win, and they never will,” he
added. —AFP

ANNAPOLIS: People light candles during a candlelight vigil to honor the 5 people were shot
and killed at the Capital Gazette newspaper in Annapolis, Maryland.  —AFP

Abortion row reignites 
as US supreme court 
justice retires
LOS ANGELES: Justice Anthony Kennedy’s retirement from
the United States Supreme Court has sparked fears over uni-
versal abortion rights as President Donald Trump looks for
an ultra-conservative replacement judge. Before Trump’s
election, the court was finely balanced at four Republican
appointees against four Democratic picks, with one seat
vacant, and the then-candidate pledged to nominate only
anti-abortion justices.

Abortion is largely a state-level issue in the US, although
the legal right to access nationwide was enshrined in the land-
mark 1973 decision known as “Roe vs Wade.” “There is a very
high risk that Roe vs Wade would be seriously excoriated by
the soon-to-be nominated United States Supreme Court jus-
tice,” women’s rights lawyer Gloria Allred told AFP. Kennedy, a
Ronald Reagan appointee, was considered a moderating voice
on a variety of contentious issues, including abortion, and the
Center for Reproductive Rights has described his departure as
“devastating.”

Left-wing Senator Elizabeth Warren sees the appointment
of Kennedy’s replacement as “the fight of our lives,” while the
anti-abortion movement is already claiming its own victory. “If
the next justice appointed supports the basic human right to
life for ALL people, this could be the end of the horrific,
immoral and unjust 1973 Roe vs Wade decision,” said activist
Lila Rose. The Pew Research Center says 57 percent of
Americans support the right to abortion, while evangelicals,
Mormons and other religious groups make up most of the 40
percent who are against. 

The religious right argues that since Trump’s anti-abortion
stance was plain for all to see during the 2016 campaign, he
and Vice President Mike Pence, who describes himself as a
“born-again, evangelical Catholic,” have their popular mandate. 

Bible Belt fundamentalism    
Women’s rights activists worry that the political wind is

turning against them after a string of conservative judgments

by the Supreme Court. Just two days ago, in a 5-4 ruling, jus-
tices reversed a lower court decision upholding a California
law that requires anti-abortion crisis pregnancy centers to
more fully disclose what they are and make clear that they do
not perform abortions. The state enacted a law in 2015 to
ensure that these centers do not mislead their patients, inten-
tionally or otherwise, when giving advice about abortion and
the alternatives.

Across America’s red states, examples of Christian
pharmacists being permitted by law to refuse to give out
contracept ives or  morning after  pi l ls  are legion.
Meanwhile, the Supreme Court recently ruled in favor of a
Colorado baker who refused to make a cake to celebrate
the marriage of a same-sex couple because of a religious
objection. Local laws restricting access to abortion have
tightened in recent years in the so-called Bible Belt-the
southern and midwestern states where conservative
Protestant fervor thrives.

In parts of America such as Arizona, patients have to
drive for hours to get to a handful of clinics in the big
cities, entailing travel and childcare costs that many
young women cannot afford. Two years ago, Kennedy
was the deciding vote in overturning a Texas law requir-
ing abortion clinics to undergo stringent and expensive
upgrades-from surgical equipment to parking availabili-
ty and staffing-to bring them up to the standards of a
hospital room.

Activists say the improvements were unnecessary, and
would have achieved their real goal of curtailing abortion
through the forced closure of around three-quarters of
clinics. “There are already abortion deserts... with very
few providers,” said Jennifer Dalven, of the American Civil
Liberties Union. “The Supreme Court justices don’t need
to overturn Roe vs Wade. They could stop short of that
and (still) make it unavailable to millions of women.”

Allison Hoffman, a law professor at the University of
Pennsylvania, says many Supreme Court decisions that fell
short of a full repeal of Row vs Wade have nevertheless
eroded women’s rights. “If repealed, women would not be
guaranteed access to abortion, so any state that wanted to
pass laws that restrict or outlaw abortion could do so,” she
said. “You can imagine which states would restrict and which
wouldn’t.”Supreme Court nominees need to be backed by a
simple majority of the 100-strong Senate. —AFP
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Jetliners and limos 
on the block as Gambia 
sells autocrat’s assets
BANJUL, Gambia: Gambia’s ex-president Yahya Jammeh
flew into exile last year, leaving a fleet of presidential
planes and luxury cars as a memento of more than two
decades in power. Now the government is looking to sell
the former autocrat’s assets to raise millions of dollars for
health and education projects in the dirt-poor nation. Five
planes and 30 luxury cars including Rolls-Royces and
Bentleys, as well as four plots of land in some of the coun-
try’s finest tourist areas, are to be auctioned online.

On the tarmac of Banjul airport, a Boeing 727, a
Bombardier Challenger 601 and a Soviet-era Ilyushin Il-
62M painted with the words “Republic of the Gambia” are
now covered by a thin layer of dust. Jammeh’s old planes-
including two crop dusters whose green paint is gradually
becoming veiled-can be seen from the airport’s restaurant.
In the garage of the presidential office, two armour-plated
Hummers share the space with five Rolls-Royces, one
Bentley, BMWs, pickup trucks, Mercedes and a Mini
Cooper with a plate bearing the initials “MYJ”-for Mariam
Yahya Jammeh, the daughter of the former president.

The West African state hopes to raise 10 million dol-
lars from the sale, Amadou Sanneh, the finance minister,
told parliament last year.  “What we are doing as a gov-
ernment now is to design a web portal where all the
assets would be posted,” Lamin Camara, permanent sec-
retary for the ministry of finances, told AFP. A date for
the sale has yet to be decided. Jammeh’s 22-year rule
was marred by accusations of rampant corruption and
human rights abuses.

The strongman was ousted when a coalition fronted by
Adama Barrow won elections in December 2016. After
refusing to step down, he flew into exile in Equatorial
Guinea. “As far as we are concerned, these vehicles, these
properties were purchased with state resources. They
rightly belong to the state,” Abubacarr Tambadou, the
justice minister, said.—AFP


